100Hzanddecreased linearly to 1 V rmsat2 kHz.The signal generation wasconsistent fromrunto run.Themicrophone signals were input to the two-channel spectrum analyzer (HP 3562A), which computed the power spectra and the cross spectrum of the two microphone signals. The power spectra will yield information on the frequency dependence of the source fields, but provide rather a superficial comparison of the two microphone Performances. The noise floor will provide information on the signal-to-noise ratio of the microphones. The sensitivity difference between the two FO microphones is due to the styrofoam cylinder. It is acoustically compliant so that, when exposed to the acoustic field, the axial strain may be induced on the optical fiber wound around it. The 10 dB difference in sensitivity indicates that this styrofoam-induced strain is the dominant factor for the optical phase modulation of the styrofoam FO sensor, whereas the elasticity of the fiber coatings is the principal factor which allows pressure fluctuations to induce strains radially as well as axially for the AI-Model FO microphone.
Tests were performed for various FO sensor heads displayed in

Test Results
Of the various
Displayed in
Despite its shortcomings, the Al-Model FO microphone is preferred as it is better suited for wind tunnel applications, and its performance can be improved as alluded to earlier.
Concluding Remarks and Future Efforts
The preliminary evaluation demonstrates successfully that the FO interferometric sensor can be used as aeroacoustic sensors. With the advantages describcd earlier, the FO intcrfcromctric sensor array may provide a powerful instrument to solve complex acoustic mcasurcment problems in wind tunnels.
Proper evaluation of performance of the FO interferometric sensors requires further tests in an anechoic chamber as well as in a wind tunnel, with revised designs and improved packaging of sensor heads. New demodulators will be designed to accommodate frequencies up to 10 kHz, and multiple sensor heads will be developed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio as displayed schematically in Fig. 10 . Q.
•" Plate II Aluminum-model fiber-optic microphone-sensor head made of specialty single mode fiber wound around aerodynamically smooth body of aluminum.
